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First Quarter Awards 2017
LE Member of the Quarter, Deputy First Class Travis Steyskal
While off duty inside the Port Charlotte Town Center Mall February 5th, 2017 DFC
Steyskal observed what he believed to be suspicious subjects he believed to be
participants in previous thefts. He witnessed them enter Victoria’s Secret Store, known to
be frequented by shoplifters. DFC Steyskal saw them exit the Mall with numerous bags,
some not even from mall stores. DFC Steyskal attempted to speak with the three
subjects, identifying himself as an off-duty deputy. One of the subjects took off running,
DFC Steyskal took chase, (he was wearing flip-flops). Back up arrived and the other two
were detained by DFC Giambri, Deputy Campbell, DFC Allen and Cpl Paille. Probable
cause was established for the arrest of all parties involved for charges : Grand Theft,
Resisting Arrest without Violence, Fleeing to Elude and Scheme to Defraud. The total
amount stolen was in excess of $2,400.00. Great job to all involved, DFC Steyskal, DFC
Giambri, Cpl. Paille, DFC Martin, DFC Hartmanstorfer and Deputy Campbell.

Detention Member of the Quarter, Lt. Tabbatha Carter
Lt. Tabbatha Carter was driving to work in her personal vehicle. Tabbatha observed a
silver pickup, traveling at a high rate of speed. The truck failed to stop and ran through
the red light. At the same time, a green car was turning and was struck by the pickup.
Tabbatha immediately turned on her hazard lights and blocked the intersection.
Tabbatha grabbed her cell phone and went to the vehicle to assess the passengers. Upon
arriving, it was determined that the driver of the struck vehicle was injured due to broken
glass, as well as a small child that appeared to have blood coming from his face. A
private citizen stopped to assist, they provided Lt. Carter gauze for the child’s face
injuries. While on the phone with Lee County 9-11 she apprised them of the situation.
She managed the scene by keeping the mother and child calm and still. She updated
Cape Coral PD when they arrived on the scene and provided a witness statement. Lt.
Carter should be commended for her actions in this instance and on or off duty
demonstrates our core values.

Support Services Member of the Quarter, Maria Rivera
Sgt. Andres Rodriguez wrote: “ Today I want to tell you about my experience with
Maria Rivera. As you know, I have been working on learning how to develop new
queries using SQL/ACISS Report Builder. At the beginning of this process, I reached out
to Maria Rivera for assistance. She is an amazing member of our team. She took the
time to break down every step for me and even after multiple phone calls, she kept a
friendly and pleasant demeanor. But even with all that, she made me feel like I was her
main priority. Even when we hit a roadblock, she stated she would find a solution and
call me back. Well minutes later, I got a call back. Just amazing. I will tell you today,
your team as a whole are remarkable. This of course is not news to me as your team
has always consistently provided me with the best service possible. I want to commend
Maria for commitment, service and dedication to the members of this office. “ This is by
no means an isolated incident, but is and example of the feedback heard regularly
regarding Maria.
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First Quarter Awards continued
Lifesaver Awards
Letter received from Englewood Fire/Medic:
Today, I am writing you in reference to an incident in Englewood, FL at approximately
2030 hrs. on Friday March 17, 2017, where my unit was dispatched to a shooting. When
we arrived on scene, we had found a male patient on the ground with a gunshot wound
to the right leg, and Deputy Armstead kneeling over the patient applying direct pressure
to his wound with bulk dressings. To stay within HIPPA’s laws, it is in my professional
opinion that Deputy Armstead's quick thinking and fast action saved that patients life. By
placing bulk dressings and holding direct pressure to the patient’s leg, Deputy Armstead
slowed the arterial bleed long enough for our units to arrive and render aid. I feel that
his actions warrant recognition for his quick thinking and level headiness. I have no
doubt that his actions were pivotal in the treatment and eventual recovery of this
patient. Respectfully, Englewood Fire Department

Lifesaver Awards
DFC Russell Epeards, responded on March 23rd to the call of an emergency drowning of a
2-year-old child. He was first on the scene and took immediate action. The mother had
been performing CPR with the assistance of a neighbor, DFC Epeards relieved them and
took over. DFC Epeards continued until EMS arrived on scene. The child was taken by
helicopter to All Children’s Hospital. Within several days the child’s condition improved,
to the point where she could return home with no signs of permanent damage from the
drowning. Due to DFC Epeards quick response, assessing the situation, and assistance
with life saving measures, this child can enjoy her family and the rest of her life. His
professionalism, and compassion for the situation, also provided comfort for the family,
as they had to experience this extremely emotional incident. DFC Epeards display of the
Sheriff’s Office core values was an excellent representation of the Sheriff’s Office.

Lifesaver Awards
On January 4, 2017, while off-duty, DFC Michael Swetavage was at the Port Charlotte
Town Center Mall when he came across a male subject who had passed out from
choking on a piece of food. DFC Swetavage took quick action and successfully performed
the Heimlich Maneuver on the subject dislodging the food particle from his airway, thus
allowing the man to breathe on his own once again. Due to DFC Swetavage’s quick
lifesaving actions this man is still alive today.
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First Quarter Awards continued
Lifesaver Awards

Sgt. Hurley Burnette was honored for his 30 years
of service and was gifted a flag as well.

Group photo of the award winners with our sponsor, Jim Reddington.

Challenge Coin Recipient Mathew Brown
On March 5, 2017, at approximately 1727 hours, the Charlotte County Sheriff’s Office
received a 911 call regarding a sexual assault in progress. Communications immediately dispatched units to the area. The caller, advised he interrupted a sexual assault
in progress and that he was currently holding the suspect down on the ground, while
still on the phone with CCSO dispatch. As units responded, they learned that the
victim was an eight-year-old male, and the suspect was an older male. As deputies
arrived, they took control of the alleged suspect . Deputies separated, evaluated,
and spoke with the juvenile male and then secured the crime scene. Mathew Brown
was fishing, as he has done frequently when he came upon the suspicions activies.
Based on his actions, Mathew was recognized for his bravery and immediate actions
by interrupting a violent crime against a child. Mathew had complete disregard for
his own safety to protect and save the life of an innocent child. The area in which
this incident took place is a secluded area and without Mathew’s selfless act of heroism, this child may have suffered further victimization. Mathew Brown was a hero on
this day and I am sure the family of this child will forever be thankful.
Saturday, June 17, 2017
4pm to 6pm
Bowland, 3192 Harbor Blvd., Port Charlotte
Bowl for Kids’ Sake is about having fun to help kids continue
on a positive path. By supporting Bowl for Kids’ Sake, you
can start something in your community—more Bigs and
Littles can be paired up, more friendships can be gained, and
improved outlooks on life can be started. Sign up today and
tell your family and friends. Be a fundraiser. Be a donor.
Be a bowler.
For more information, please contact
Melissa Nelson
mnelson@bbbssun.org
(941) 764-5812
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Employees Recognized with Awards
Law Enforcement Member of the Month, DFC Nicholas Reid
It was April 19, 2017 when DFC Nicholas Reid responded to Fireside Street, Port
Charlotte for an agency assist. The caller, Kathleen Smitowski, advised that her son Niko
was highly intoxicated and passed out on the driveway. Kathleen believed Niko wasn’t
breathing, and she was giving him CPR when DFC Reid arrived on scene. DFC Reid took
over lifesaving efforts. DFC Reid continued to give CPR and was able to get Niko to
regain consciousness and start breathing on his own. Charlotte County EMS arrived on
scene and transported Niko to the hospital. He is expected to make a full recovery. On 502-17 Niko sent the following email to the Sheriff’s Office praising DFC Reid for saving his
life: “I would like to take a minute to recognize Deputy Nick Reid for saving my life
4/29/17. Long story short, my mother noticed I wasn’t breathing and couldn’t find a
pulse, she called 911 and quickly began CPR on me. Deputy Reid arrived within minutes
and recognized me as a former Explorer for the agency. Reid took over CPR until
Paramedics arrived. I was in ICU for a couple of days and I am expected to make a full
recovery! Thanks to the quick response of Deputy Reid I am alive today!” Niko I.

Detention Member of the Month, Lt. Jeffery Sisk
Lt. Sisk has been project management for facility upgrades, operational projects, and
staff training. During this last month, Lt. Sisk has formed an operational plan for facility
beautification through painting projects, floor details, and housing unit organization.
These efforts have been implemented at the grass roots level and he has used the
support of his staff and peers to a successful conclusion. Lt. Sisk has increased
communication within and across shifts. He has also been vital in implementing new
policies, procedures, and practices. Recent alterations within the facility have caused
changes. These changes have been stressful to staff members. Lt. Sisk’s cool
understanding demeanor has allowed him to assist the staff members in this transition
along with helping members understand the need for the changes. Additionally, Lt. Sisk
is testing a leadership project for sergeants. External to CCSO, Lt. Sisk also is involved
with the Cooper Street Project, by assisting his wife with these projects. Lt. Sisk
contributes to this worthy cause by creating needed items, supporting projects required
and volunteers at functions. Lt. Sisk says that he involves his children in these projects
to assure that they understand the need for community involvement. Congratulations.

Support Services Member of the Month, Megan Zawacki
Megan Zawacki started with CCSO as a volunteer for HR and Risk Management in
October 2015. Her skills and efforts were quickly noted, and she was offered a part-time
position in December 2015. Megan’s continued hard work and dedication paid off when
she was selected as a Risk Management Specialist and started full-time with the agency
on July 18, 2016. During this period, Risk Management had undergone some significant
changes, and those within the department were taking on positions new to them.
Although Megan was newly hired, her prior assistance as a volunteer and part-time
worker provided her with knowledge that proved to be essential in training the new
members of the department. Although the workload and demands of the staff were
relentless, Megan always remained professional, upbeat and wanted to learn more
accepting new responsibilities. September 2016, the Wellness Committee decided to
form a team and take an active part in the Charlotte County Relay for Life to be held April
2017. Megan was named team captain and thru her hard work and dedication the team
exceeded their goal of $1,000.00 to the tune of raising over $2,800. It was a long, hot,
exhausting day. Megan’s “I can do that” spirit is valued and illustrates the core values of
CCSO.
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CCSO Star News
Detective of the Month
Cpl. Jason Russell

Charlotte County Sheriff’s Office,
Corporal Detective Jason Russell
investigated and solved a series of
crimes that included grand theft from
Pinch a Penny, grand theft auto from
Rainbow Food Mart; aggravated assault
with a deadly weapon in the District 2
area; and an aggravated fleeing or
eluding from Circle K.
All the
aforementioned crimes occurred April
2017, and the suspect (s) who
committed the crimes were arrested.
Cpl. Russell worked diligently on these
investigations to solve the crimes and
provide services to the victim. His swift
investigative skills developed the
suspect’s identity, and his diligence
throughout the course of each
investigation developed probable cause
for all cases. The suspects have been
apprehended and placed into custody
and the property has been recovered
and released back to the victims. The
victims from Pinch a Penny stated they
were very satisfied with Cpl. Russell’s
sense of urgency and determination to
solve the crime involving explosive
safety equipment that was stolen from
their business. During this month,
Corporal Russell also took on more
responsibility by being selected as the
Technical Surveillance Team Leader.
This additional responsibility requires
good organizational skills, leadership
and attention to detail as most of the
installations involved dangerous and
hazardous conditions. Cpl. Russell is an
outstanding supervisor and detective.

Volunteers’ Corner
Volunteers Spotlight
Neil Brussard and Janet Gurskis

Like most CCSO volunteers, Janet and Neil are directly involved in helping people, as
well as learning quite a bit themselves. Janet can observe the course of Alzheimer’s
Disease as a volunteer with Project Lifesaver. Neil is a traffic coordinator in Parking
Enforcement and understands what people will do to avoid walking. When Janet talks
about going into the home of Alzheimer’s patient to change the battery on a tracking
bracelet, pride is evident in being part of a program that can expedite a rescue in
minutes. When a caregiver reports that “Jane Doe” has wandered outside her home,
Project Lifesaver uses radio frequency technology to locator the wandered. “it’s very
interesting work for me to talk to the patient and the caregiver. Right now I have two
patients, but I’ve has as many as seven. If a battery doesn’t work, I go back and take
care of it. I fill out reports as well.” Janet’s other volunteer work is with Training.
“We’re trying to go paperless so I do a lot of scanning,” she said. The philosophy of
parking enforcement varies somewhat among volunteers, but Neil tries to educate the
public about what they may be doing wrong. “Some have no idea. They’ll park in the
fire lane at Wal-Mart while a passenger runs into make a “quick purchase”, not
realizing there is no such thing., C.O.P. duties and helping free up the deputies. My
wife and I both enjoy our work, and we can compare notes.”

Retirement
DFC Larry Langston has given 22 years
of service to CCSO and the citizens of
Charlotte County. He began his career
August 1994 and has worked in many
different units with the agency to
include Road Patrol, CID, SHOCAP/
Gang Detective and SRO. Thank you for
your service and enjoy your retirement,
Larry. Best Wishes

Want to receive the CCSO Star News
by email? Send your request with your email address to:
CommunityAffairs@ccso.org
We will add you to the distribution list! Send your good news to us at
CommunityAffairs@ccso.org as well.
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CCSO Star News
MADD STAR OF EXCELLENCE & HEART OF MADD
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CCSO Star News
New Hires and Years of Service

Left to right: Deputy Josh Lindsey,
Deputy Nick Owens, and Corrections
Deputy Zahin Azad.

Civilian new hires: left to right,
Elizabeth Laburda, Classifications Clerk,
Claudette Bennett, Community Affairs,
and Heidi Robbins, Professional Comp.
Specialist.

15 years– Det. Billy Tuck

Years of Service
15 years– Sgt. Brian Susko
5 years– DFC Nicholas Reid

10 years– DFC Kevin Baltimore

10 years– DFC Daniel Wharton

10 years– CDFC Connie Bailey

10 years– Cpl. Joseph Shock
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10 years– CDFC Bradley Scott

10 years– Cpl. Nicholas Westlake
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CCSO Star News

Special Olympics Field day held at the Rotonda Elks

1st ever Englewood
Torch Run

Relay for
Life
Port
Charlotte
HS School

Target donates $500
School Resource Officers
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CCSO Star News
Life after Retirement
Donna Sigmon
Donna Sigmon worked 21 Years at
CCSO starting in Nov. 1981 and
retired as the Civil Director in July
2003. Donna and her husband, Bob,
stayed at home awhile then saw a
new Wal-Mart being built on Kings
Highway. They both got hired and
all new employees were paid to set
up the inside of the store which
included putting together all the
shelving and stocking the whole
store. It was quite an interesting
experience. As it turned out Donna
became a cashier instead of a door
greeter and worked there for 5
years, retiring again in 2011. Her
husband Bob worked about 2 years
before retiring again. They have
done several cruises on Carnival and
Royal
Caribbean
with
other
friends and family and did some
traveling to California (twice) and to
Virginia, West Virginia, and North
Carolina. They are now at the point
where they are enjoying their time
together in the comfort of their
home. Donna's words of wisdom to
pass on are: Do it all while you are
still young enough to do it and enjoy
it!!

Congratulations

Here are Gardy Marcel's high
school graduation photos from
Port Charlotte High School. He is a
well-rounded student who is
involved in many school and
community organizations such as,
PCHS Captain's Club, PCHS SAC
Committee,
and
the
CCSO
Explorers Post 29. He has been a
member of the Explorers program
for two and a half years now and
currently holds the rank of Explorer
Sergeant.

Sherman Robinson (Major, retired)

The daughter of Billie Jo Crowley ,
Madison Woods and her friend Cole
Mars attended Lemon Bay High
School’s Prom held in Boca Grande.
Sheriff Bill Prummell presents a framed photo to Volunteer George Pish were he was
interacting with two young girls that were enamored with his badge. Sheriff told
George that he is part of the image that we want the volunteers to show in our
community.
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CCSO June Birthdays
BRANSCOME, KATRINA
FOSTER, JAIME
KRANZ, JOHN
ROBBINS, ROBERT
CAMPBELL, JESELLE
WAGNER, NIKKI
BEYER, BLAKE
RICHARDSON, BOOKER
WEDGEWOOD, MATTHEW
WEISSPFENNIG, WILLIAM
ZAREMBA, PETER
CAPARO, DARRELL
DEHART, MARK
PRUMMELL, WILLIAM
SCHMUNK, MARTHA
SHAFMAN, CASSANDRA
ANDRADE, DEBRA
DIAZ, JOHN
PARKER, JEREMY
VANANDE, JAMES
THERRIAN, ERICA
GENNETTE, PETER
DOHERTY, JASON
FRIEND, SEBASTIAN
KAUFMAN, RICHARD
ORTIZ, ROBERTO
ZAKOWICH, JASON
CROCITTO, VITO
BURN, CHRISTOPHER
CORNWELL, ERIKA
KERN, MICHAEL
MCCULLOUGH, KAMMY
PHILLIPS, DAVID
WITT, MARK
FAIR, JASON
DARGIS, STEVEN
PHILLIPS, DALE
RONDINONE, APRIL
FIORINI, JOSEPH
SCOTT, BRADLEY
WALDEN, SHELLY
STARK, FRED
DEMPSTER, PAUL
DRAGON, MICHELLE
CONROY III, THOMAS
GOODWYNE, LAURIE
WILSON, NORMAN
PINEDA, SERGIO
BURKE, STEPHEN
MARBES, DANIEL
LISTER, SHELBIE
WHITE, ROBERT
BENNETT, CLAUDETTE
BERTUZZI, SERGIO
ROGERS, JUSTIN

Next edition:
June 30,2017

